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TENDER INVITING NOTICE 
 
Tenders (on Item rate basis only) in sealed covers from eligible and approved bidders/ contractors are invited 
on or before 17.07.2019 by 02:00 P.M. for the construction of College gate (4 meter length) with wall (12 
meter length) with following specifications: 
(Tenders must be super scribed ‘Tender For College Gate & Wall’ and dropped in the Tender Box of the 
college. Tenders submitted through college mail will not be accepted.) 
a) Earth work in excavation of foundation trenches or drains, in all sorts of soil(including mixed soil but 
excluding laterite or sand stone)including removing, spreading or stacking the spoils within the a lead of 
75m.Depth of excavation not exceeding 1500mm.This includes levelling, dressing and ramming the bottom, 
bailing out water as required. Total-11.750 Cum 
b) Filling in foundation or plinth by silver sand/earth obtained from excavation in layers including watering and 
ramming etc. layer by layer complete. Total -2.350 Cum 
c) Single brick flat soling of picked jhama bricks including ramming and dressing bed to proper level and filling 
joints with powdered earth or local sand. Total-9.50 Sqm 
d) Cement concrete with graded stone ballast (40mm size) excluding shuttering.6:3:1 proportion.Total-0.825 
Cum 
e) Ordinary Cement concrete (mix 3:1.5:1) with graded stone chips (20mm down) in ground floor, as per IS 
456-2000. Pakur/Chandil Vareity.Total-11.815cum 
f) Steel Shuttering or 9 to 12 mm thick approved quality ply board shuttering in any concrete work. 
g) Re-enforcement for reinforced concrete work in all sorts of structure and direction. For works in foundation, 
basement and up to roof of ground floor/upto 4m.(Tor steel/mild steel-SAIL/TATA/RINL).1.484MT 
h) 125 mm thick Brick work with 1st class brick in cement mortar.Total-15.38 Sqm 
i) MS/WI ornamental grill of approved design joints continuously wielded with M,S,W,I, Flats and bars of 
windows, railing etc. fitted and fixed with necessary screws and lugs in ground floor. Total 8.400 sqm @0.55 
Qtl/sqm=4.62 kg 
j) Grill weighting above 16 kg/mt2 
k)  Plastering with sand and cement mortar including rounding off or chamfering corners and raking out joints 
or roughening of concrete surface, including throating, nosing  and drip course where necessary(ground 
floor)(6:1 cement mortar,15mm th. plaster).Total-111.27 sqm 
l) Neat cement punning about 1.5 mm thick in wall, dado, window, sills, floor, drain etc. Total-8.70 sqm 
m) Rendering the surface wall and ceiling with white cement based putty of approved make and brand (1.5 
mm thick) Total-102.57 sqm 
n) Cleaning the walls and ceiling by scraping, sand papering and smoothening down the surface including 
putting. Total-102.57 sqm 
o) Applying acrylic emulsion paint of approved make and brand on wall and ceiling including sand   papering in 
intermediate coats including putty. (Two coats-luxury quality).Total-102.57sqm 
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p) Applying exterior grade acrylic primer of approved quality and brand on plastered or concrete surface (old 
and new surface) to receive decorative textured(matt finish) or smooth finish including scraping and preparing 
the surface thoroughly .(two coats, water bases interior grade acrylic primer) Total-102.57sqm 
q) Protective and decorative acrylic exterior emulsion paint of approved quality.  
r)  One coat primer on timber, plastered or on steel or other metal surface with synthetic enamel/ oil bound 
primer of approved quality including smoothening surfaces by sand papering etc. Total-8.40sqm 
s) Painting with best quality synthetic enamel paint of approved make and brand including smoothening 
surface by sand papering etc. including using of approved putty etc. on the surface.(on steel or other metal 
surface, two coats with any shade except white.)Total-8.40sqm 
t) College name and establishment date in Stainless steel letters (20-25 inches size) 
u) Falak. 
v) Pocket gate with the main gate. 
w) Labour charges as per requirement. 
 
 
 
Dr. Chittaranjan Das 
Principal 
DRBRASM, HELENCHA 
 
NB- Follow the detailed plan and vetted estimate, available in office, for clarification. 
 
 
 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

1. Description of work: 

Sl. No. Name of Work Cost of Tender Estimated Cost Earnest Money Time allowed 

 
1 

 
College Gate & Wall 

 
 

Rs 400,000.00 
( Four Lakh 
only) 

 
nil 

 
40-45 days 

 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:  

Contractors who wish to participate should qualify the following eligibility parameters for quoting the rates:  

1. Contractor should be registered in appropriate class of MES/CPWD/State PWDs/Public 
Undertakings/Railways and Govt. Sector construction agencies.  

2. Contractor should have completed the similar nature of work such as Wooden partition work, work stations, 
repair and rehabilitation works etc.‖ during the last seven years ending last day of the month previous to the 
one in which tenders are invited by this institution.(Proof of this must be enclosed) 

3. Contractor must have a minimum annual financial turnover of Rs. 300,000.00/- during the last three 
financial years ending 31st March of the previous financial year in which tenders are invited. 

4.  The tender is liable to be summarily rejected in case of credential of the contractors in regard to 
Registration and experiences etc. are found to be false. 

5. Tender in sealed cover super scribing the name of the work should reach the office of the Principal at above 
address on or before 17.07.2019 up to 2.00 p.m. and the same will be opened at 2.30 p.m. on the same day in 
the presence of bidders who may wish to be present.  

6. Decision of college authority is final in case of confusion. 



7. Tenders must be on Item rate basis. Any tender containing Percentage rates is liable to be rejected. All rates 
shall be quoted on the tender form. The amount for each item should be worked out and requisite totals 
given. Special care should be taken to write the rates in figures as well as in words and the amount in figures 
only, in such a way that interpolation is not possible. The total amount should be written both in figures and in 
words. In case of figures, the word ‘Rs.’ Should be written before the figures of rupees and word ‘P‘ after the 
decimal figures, e.g., ‘Rs.2.15 P‘ and in case of words, the word, ‘Rupees‘ should precede and the word ‘Paisa‘ 
should be written at the end. Unless the rate is in whole rupees and followed by the word ‘only’ it should 
invariably be up to two decimal places. While quoting the rate in schedule of quantities, the word ‘only‘ should 
be written closely following the amount and it should not be written in the next line.   

8. Rates quoted by the contractor in item rate tender in figures and words shall be accurately filled in so that 
there is no discrepancy in the rates written in figures and words. However, if a discrepancy is found, the rates 
which correspond with the amount worked out by the contractor shall unless otherwise proved be taken is 
correct. If the amount of an item is not worked out by the contractor or it does not correspond with the rates 
written either in the figures or in the words then the rates quoted by the contractor in words shall be taken as 
correct. Where the rates quoted by the contractor in figures and in words tally but the amount is not worked 
out correctly, the rates quoted by the contractor will unless otherwise proved be taken as correct and not the 
amount.  

9.  The contractor whose tender is accepted will be required to furnish the performance guarantee. 

10. On acceptance of the tender, the name of the accredited representative (s) of the contractor who would 
be responsible for taking instructions from the College Authority shall be communicated in writing to the 
Principal/ Convener, P&R SC.  

11.  During the execution of work all taxes & Cess shall be payable by the Contractor and College will not 
entertain any claim whatsoever in respect of the same and would be paid by the contractor on the applicable 
rates as announced by Govt. of India from time to time. 

12. All sorts of taxes and cess at the prescribed rate will be deducted at source. 

13. If the contractor fails to maintain the required progress or to complete the work and clear the site on or 
before the contract or extended date of completion, he shall, without prejudice to any other right or remedy 
available under the law to the Authority on account of such breach, have to pay Compensation for delay of 
work @ 1.5% per month of delay to be computed on per day basis. Provided always that the total amount of 
compensation to be paid under this condition shall not exceed 10% of the tendered value. 

14. All measurement of all items having financial value shall be entered in Measurement Book and / or level 
field book so that a complete record is obtained of all works performed under the contract. 

15. The final bill shall be submitted by the contractor within three months of physical completion of the work 
or within one month of the date of final certificate of completion by the competent authority, as the case may 
be, whichever is earlier. No further claims shall be made by the contractor after submission of the final bill and 
these shall be deemed to have been waived and extinguished. Payment will be released within three months in 
favour of the contractor/ agency, as the case may be, through banking instruments. 

16. The Contractor shall execute the whole and every part of the work in the most substantial and workman 
like manner both as regards material and otherwise in every respect in strict accordance with the 
specifications. The contractor shall also conform exactly, fully and faithfully to the designs, drawings and 
instruction in writing in respect of the work signed by the Principal. Neither any deviation from the vetted plan 
nor any extra cost other than the vetted estimate will be entertained, if not instructed in writing by the 
authority, at any cost. 

17. The Principal/PRSC shall have power (i) to make alteration in, omissions from, additions to or substitution 
for, the original specifications, drawings, designs and instructions that may appear to him to be necessary or 
advisable during the progress of the work and (ii) to omit a part of works in case of non-availability of a portion 
of the site or for any other reasons and the contractor shall be bound to carry out the work in accordance with 



any instructions given to him in writing signed by the Principal, and such alterations, omissions, additions or 
substitutions shall form part of the contract as if originally provided therein and any altered, additional or 
substituted work which the contractor may be directed to do in the manner specified above as part of the 
works, shall be carried out by the contractor on the same conditions in all respects including price on which he 
agreed to do the main work. 

18. If contractor: i) at any time makes default in proceeding with the works or any part of the work with the 
due diligence and continues to do so after a notice in writing of 7 days from the Principal ; or ii) commits 
default to complying with any of the terms and conditions of the contract and does not remedy it or take 
effective steps to remedy it within 7 days after a notice in writing is given to him or iii) fails to complete the 
works or items of the work with individual dates of completion, on or before the date (s) of completion, and 
does not complete them within the period specified in a notice given in writing or iv) shall offer or give or 
agree to give to any person of Authority or to any other person on his behalf any gift or consideration of any 
kind as an inducement or reward for doing or forbearing to do or for having done or forborne to do any act in 
relation to the obtaining or execution of this or any other contract for Authority; or v) shall enter into a 
contract with Authority in connection with which commission has been paid or agreed to be paid by him or to 
his knowledge, unless the particulars of any such commission and the terms of payment thereof have been 
previously disclosed in writing to the Authority or vi) shall obtain a contract with Authority as a result of wrong 
tendering or other non bonafide methods of competitive tendering. 

19. The Authority may, without prejudice to any other right or remedy which shall have accrued or shall accrue 
hereafter to Authority by a notice in writing to cancel the contract as whole or only such items of work in 
default from the Contract. The authority shall on such cancellation have powers to: a) take possession of the 
site and any materials, constructional plant, implements, stores, etc, thereon; and/or b) carry out the 
incomplete work by any means at the risk and cost of the contractor. 

20. The contractor shall properly protect and secure the works to the extent necessary. 

21. 8 % of the total value of the work will be deducted from the final bill which will be refunded alter 6 (Six) 

months from the date of satisfactory completion of the total work entrusted to them. 

                                                                                                  

Copy to: 

1. SDO Office, Bongaon 
2. Notice Board, Bagdah Panchayet Samity      Principal 
3. Notice Board, Helencha Gram Panchayet 
4. Notice Board, Helencha Head PO 
5. Notice Board, Allahabad Bank 
6. Notice Board, BGVB 
7. Notice Board ,State Cooperative Bank 
8. Notice Board,BL & RO 
9. College Notice Board 
10. College Website 
11. Bursar of the College 
12. Accountant of the College 
13. Cashier of the College 
14. Enquiry Counter   

                                                                                         
 
                                                                                                                                       Principal 


